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I. hetroductioft 

In the treatises on international trade, David Ricardo is quite famous for 

his illustration of Comparative Costs, but the other points in his foreign trade 

theory have been neglected or misunderstood. It is said that Ricardo does 
not indicate how the actual terms of trade can be determined between the 
ratios of comparative costs, ~N~hich set the limits within which the terms 
of trade must lie, and that John Stuart ~_'1ill frst supplemented the defects 

of Ricardo's theory by his law of Reciprocal Dernands.2 It seems to me, 

however, that Ricardo deserves credit for his unique theory of international 

balance of payments equilibrium, which may be called "cost theory " 
or "wa"*e-change theory " in comparison with Mill's "demand theory " 
of international equilibrium. It is therefore my first task to dig 
out Ricardo's undiscovered theory of international balance of payments 
equilibrium.-

¥Ve may find some confused systematization between what is called 
the theory of international values and'the theory of transfer mechanism ; 

though in the former Mill is said･ to have dev~eloped the Ricardian' theory, 
in the latter, Ricardo and Mill are not reco~>nized as being on the same 
footing, i.e., Ricardo is an antecedent of the modern theory and Mili's is 
the classical theory.3 To me there should not be any difference between 

the two mechanisms which were developed by the same author, and it is 
my second purpose of this paper to find out Ricardo's uniform mechanism 
which may be applied to international equilibrium as ¥~ell as to the transfer 

process. Then, Ricardo's mechanism may correctly be classified as the 

l I wish to thank ProfessorS K. Akamatsu, H. Kitamura, K. Kitaga¥va and S. Fujii for 
reading my manuscript and giving me invaluable suggestions. 

z Cf. J. S. Mill, ~ssays ott So,ne Unsettled Questio,,s 'of Political L;conomy (London, 1844), 
p. 5 ; G. Haberler, Tlreory of hsiernational Trade (London, 1936), p. 145 ; J. Viner, Studies 
ils the Theory of hitentatlonal Trede (New York, 1937), p. 446. 

a cf. J. Viner, Cauda's Balance of htternaiio,~al hrdebtedness, 19a~L1913 (Cambridge, 1924), 
pp. 191-206 ; C. Iversen, Aspects of the Theory of hsier,~aiional Capital Mavemettts (Copenhagen, 
1936), Part II. 
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classical　theory　and　Mil1Ps　as　the　modem　theory，

　　　　In　order　to　analyse　the　mechanism　of　intemational　equilibrium　or

transfer，we　must　distinguish　between　two　different　adjustments：（a）adlust－

ments　in　individual　transactions，or，in　brief，individual　adjustments，an（i

（b）a（1justments　iu　national　economy　as　a　whole　or　over－all　adjustments．

Every　transaction　in　foreign　trade　is　carried　on　by　the　merchant　for　pro丘t

under　given　conditions　of　the　rate　of　exchange，　wage　levels，　rates
of　interest，etc．As　a　result　of　individual　transactions，the　balance　of　trade，

or　the　balance　of　payments，pro（iuces　a　speciHc　situation，the　adjustment

process，if　there　remains　any　disequilibrium，being　first　stimulated　by　a

change　of　the　parameter　such　as　exchange　devaluation　or　wage　cuts，the

effect　of　which　is　not　restricte（i　to　export　industries　or　some　branches

of　industry　but　to　the　national　economy　as　a　whole　on　its　income　eaming　side

as　well　as　on　its　income　spending　side，After　this　over－all　a（ijustment，indi－

vidual　actions　under　the　new　parameter　come　into　force，and　the　inter－

national　equilibrium　will　be　recovered．

　　　　The　over－all　adjustment　is　quite　complicated　and　differs　in　accordance

with　the　economic　conditions　of　a　nation　and　foreign　countries，i．e．，

whether　the　nation　and　the　foreign　countries　are　progressive　or　declining，

are　operating　at　full　employment　or　under－employment，and　whether　money

wages　and　the　monetary　system　are　rigid　or　flexible，etc．The　most

fundamental　differences　among　doctrines　on　intemational　equilibrium　and
transfer　mechanism　may　arise　from　how　each　author　envisages　and　explains

this　over一＆11adjustment．For　example，theΩuantity　Theory　of　money，
which玉s　the　fmdamelltal　premise　of　the“specie－movements－price－change”

mechanism，is　a　method　of　explaining　the　over－all　adjustment，and　the
multiplier　analysis　of　the　Keynesian　theory　is　another，each　of　which，

though　excellent，is　rather　too　simpli丘ed　and　one唱ided．What　kind　of
over－all　adjustment　is　Ricardo　thinking　of？

　　　　In　Ricardo’s痔伽6ψ♂03（ed．by　Gonner），Chapter7，we　find　those　two

distinct　problems　gf　individual　and　over－all　adjustments．　§460f　Chapter

7explains　how　foreign　trade　aHlects　the　national　economy　as　a　whole，
and§47，where　the　principle　of　comparative　costs　is　developed，explains　the

effects　of　foreign　trade　on　the　relative　value　of　commodities．Hence，量t

cαn　be　said夕the　latter　relates　to　the　problem　of　individual　adjustment

and　the　former　to　that　of　over－all　adjustment。And　Ricardo　analyses玉n

§§48－50the　mechanism　of　intemational　equilibrium　not　under　a　barter

system，but　under　a　monetary　one，and　in§§51－53the　same　questions
as　in§47are　being　analysed　in　monetary　terms．4　1t　seems　important　that

　‘B．Ohiin　points　out　the　following　l“It　is　often　suggested　that　Ricardo　left　the　theory
there　and　that　Mill　added　the　equllibrium　analysis　through　his　equation　of　reciprocal　demand。

As　a　matter　of　fact，however，Ricardo（P7顔‘5ρJg5，§§51－52，ed．Gonner）presented　a　pene－
trating　analysis　of　intemational　price　relations，where　this　equation　is　really　tacit正y　assumed　to

exist．There　is　nothing　in　this　analysis　which　cannot　be　easily五tted　into　a　mutual　iロterde－
pendence　theory．”1銘’θ77θgゴo銘α」㈱41κ’θ7伊εαあoπα！丁紹dθ（Cambridge，1933），p．586，foot－110τe　L
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Ricardo　has　adopted　a　monetary　system，the　reason　for　which　is　that　over－

all　adjustment　can　only　be　well　explained　by　the　adoption　of　a　monetary

system，and　herein　we　may　find　Ricardo’s　unique　theory　of　intemationaI

equilibrium．

II・1儲伽漁α狙伽ε’郷θ儒・f砺θ嬢踊dθ

L　The　Link　Between　National　Value　Systems．
　　　　Intemational　trade　consists，of　course，of　transactions　between　nations

which　h乱ve　a　unique　and　different　system　of　value（or　cost－price　structure）

from　each　other。　Therefore，we　must，first　of　a11，五nd　the　link　of　these

independent　value　systems，which　is　the　par　value　of　gold　or　the　rate　of

exchangeandisagivenc・nditi・nf・rindividualtransacti・ns．Thepar
value　of　gold　or　the　rate　of　exchange　are，in　appearance，the　monetary

medium　connecting　national　value　systems，and　they　may　therefore　be
called　the　monetary　link。　But　they　play　an　even　more　fundamental　role

as　the　real　link，or　a　link　in　real　terms．With　the　premise　that　free

competition　prevails　inside　a　country，workers　of　equal　qualification　receive

equal　wages　and　the　rate　of　proHt　becomes　equa1，and　a　unit　of　money夕

or　gold　which　has　a　fixed　relation　to　money，can　buy　or　control　an　equal

quantity　of　labour．In　intemational　economy　with　no　premise　of　movement

・Hab・urandcapita1，aunit・fm・ney・rg・1d・fanati。ncann。tc。ntr。l

anequalquantity・flab・ur・f・thernati・nsbutdiHerentquantitiesin
pr・P・rti・nt・e伍ciency・董pr・ducti・n．Theparvalue・fg・1d・rtherate
of　exchange　is　a　real　link　between　national　value　systems　in　such　unequal

exchange　ratio　of　labour，which　is　called　by　Professor　Viner　the，factoral

terms　of　trade．

　　　　We　may　easily　Hnd　this　idea　in　Ricardo’s　work．First，what　is　the
valueofgoldP

　　　　“Go1（1and　silver，1ike　all　other　commodities，are　valuable　only　in　proportion

　　　to　the　quantity　of　labour　necessary　to　produce　them，and　bring　them　to　market．

　　　Go1（1is　about　fifteen　times　dearer　than　silver，not　because　there　is　a　greater

　　demand　for　it，not　because　the　supply　of　silver　is　fifteen　times　grea亡er　than

　　　that　of　gold，but　solely　because　fifteen　times　the　quantity　of　labour　is　necessary

　　　to　procure　a　given　quantity　of　it．”5

　　　Sec・nd・thevalue・fg・1d（i。e。itslab・urc・st・fpr・ducti。n。rthe

c・st・fbringingitt・market）istheint血sicvalue・fm・ney，Thepurchasing
power　of　money　or　the　general　price　level　may　fluctuate　temporarily

according　to　the　quantit｝・of　money，but，　as　Ricardo　says，　“The
quantity　of　money　that　can　be　employed　in　a　country　must　depend　on　its

　5David　Ricardo，P再7κ’ρ’830∫Po1漉‘α1E‘oπo伊πy㈱4丁倣顔oπ，ed．by　E，　C．K．Goロner
（London，1913），P．340．
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value”6（the　value　being　the　labour　cost　of　gold　which　is　contained　iu　a　unit

of　money），and“A　currency　is　in　its　most　perfect　state　when　it　consists

wholly　of　paper　money，but　of　paper　money　of　an　equal　value　with　the

gold　which　it　professes　to　represent．”7　1n　other　words，the　purchasing

power　of　money　gravitates　towards　an（i　coincides　ultimately　with　the　value

of　gold，the　reason　lying　in“the　principle　of　limitation　of　quantity（of

money），，8and　the　perfect　liberty　of　gold　movemellt，9To　clarify　this

mechanism　is　the　very　purpose　of　this　paper．

　　　Third，the　rate　of　exchange　is　ascertained　“by　estimating　the　value

of　the　currency　of　one　country，in　the　currency　of　another，”10　i．e．，　the

ratio　of　gold　quantity　which　is　contained　in　a　unit　of　money　in　various

countries，or　the　ratio　of　intrinsic　value　of　money，is　the　rate　of　exchange．

　　　And　lastly，we　can　easily丘nd　the　real　exchange　ratio　of　labour
quantities　between　nations　through　the　rate　of　exchange　multiplied　by　the

quantity　of　labour　necessary　to　obta玉n　a　unit　of　money，an（1the　real

factoral　terms　of　trade　should　be　equal　as　to　various　intemational　goods，

except　for　the　cost　of　transport　and　trade　barriers伊if　perfect　competition

prevails　within　each　trading　natio11。

2．Comparative　CostsIncludingGold－ATableofComparative　Rates　of
　　ProHt　Measured　by　Gold．

　　　As　the　value　of　money　is　synonymous　with　the　value　of　go1（i　an（l

gold　is　also　a　kind　of　commodity，Ricardo　consi（iers，I　believe，a　table　of

comparative　costs　including　gold．、Ve　assume　that　to　produce　l　gram　of

gold　may　require　the　labour　of100men　for　one　year　in　England　and　that

of　in80men　PortugaL　Adding　this　fact　to　Ricardo’s　illustration，which　is

based　on　two　commodities，cloth　and　wine，we　obtain　Table1一α．11

　　　　　　Table　1一α　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Table　1一み　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　T＆ble　1一‘

England Portuga1 England Portuga1 England Portuga1

Cloth

董ne

old

100meロ

10men
00men

90men　Cloth

0men　Wine
0men　Gold

1．0

．1

．0

1．125　Cloth

，0　　Wine

．O　　　Gold

£145
150

145

£250
245

245

If　we　t＆ke　the　value　of　go1（1as　yardstick，Table1一αmay　be　transformed

α
免
L
5
器

4
4
3
4
1

3
3
4
3

μ
μ
レ
μ
レ

肱
軌
甑
燐
鼠

獅
砺
乃
砺
乃

　111have　slightly　modi五ed　Ricardo，s　famous　i1重ustration　of　the　s1de　of　the　cost　of　EIlglish

wine　from120men　to　lIO　men。The　insertiou　of　gold至nto　theねble　of　compamtive　costs　is
similar　to　that　of“‘一goods”by　H。v。Mangoldt　in　his617㈱4γδε34θ7Vo薦ε乞ぴ57’ε‘んαf’ε齢78
（Stuttgart，1863），
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to Table 1-b, which indicates the ratio of relative values in each country 

or the absolute prices of cloth and wine in terms of gold. Thus, if En*"lish 

merchants export cloth to Portugal, they may get at frst 1.125 gold, i.e. 

12.5 per cent extra profit in terms of gold, and Portuguese merchants, 
if they export wine to England, may also get 10 per cent. So we may 
call Table 1-b "comparative rates of profit," which is another expression 
of "comparative costs," but closer to the businessman's way of looking at 
things. Such a profit comparison is the actual motive of individual foreign 
trade transactions. The following statement of Ricardo will be well under-
stood by what has been illustrated in Table 1-b. 

" hus, cloth cannot be imported into Portugal, unless it sell there for more 
gold than it costs in the country (England) from which it was imported ; and 
wine cannot be imported into England, unless it will sell for more there than 
it costs in Portugal." 12 

Next, we assume that one unit of IE;nglish standard money (~1) contains 
1/45gram of gold and Portuguese money ( ~C 2) also contains 1/45 gram, 

consequently the rate of exchange is at par value of L Il=L21. The 
100 

intrinsic value of English money is 45 =2.2rnen or the money wage of 

80 
an English worker is L10.45, and in Portugal the former will be = 

45 

1.8 men and the latter L20.555. We call this assumption "parameter 
a " f money-value-money-wage. 

Convertin"* Table 1-a or 1-b by means of this " parameter a " v~'e obtain 

Table 1-c, which illustrates Ricardo's following statement : 

Thus, suppose before the improvement in making wine in 1~;ngland, the price 
of wine here were L 50 per pipe, and the price of a certain quantity of cloth 

were L･ 45, whilst in Portugal the price of the sarne quantity of l~i'ine was L 45, 
and that of the same quantity of cloth L 50, wine would be exported from 
Portugal with a profit of d3 5 and cloth from England with a profit of the same 
amount." 13 

Ricardo's explanation of the mechanism of international equilibrium 
does not start from Table I but from Table 2, which is the new compara-
tive cost after the irnprovement in making wine in England, the labour 

Table 2~~ Table 2-b Table 2-c 

Cloth 

Wine 
Gold 

England 

100 men 

100 men 

100 men 

Portugal 

90 men Cloth 
80 men ¥Vine 
80 men Gold 

England Portugal England 

l.O 1 1.125 Cloth L1 45 
l.O 1.0 Wine ~,* 45 
l.O 1.0 Gold L1 45 

Portugal 

Ls 50 

L,2 45 

L･z 45 

12 D. Ricardo, op. cit., pp. 117-118. 
l: bid., pp. 118-119. 
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cost of which falling from 110 men to 100 men and its natural price from 
~e 150 to ~e 145.14 Table 2-c is of course made by using " parameter a." When 

the situation is such as Table 2-c, individual transactions may result in a 

favourable balance of trade to England, as explained by Ricardo as follows : 

"I~;very transaction in commerce is an independent transaction. Whilst a 
merchant can buy cloth in England for L45 and sell it with the usual profit 
in Portugal, he will continue to import it from ~ngland. His business is simply 
to purchase English cloth, and to pay for it by a bill of exchange, ~~"hich he 
purchases with Portuguese money. It is to him of no importance what becomes 
of this money : he has discharged his debt by the remittance of the bill. His 
transaction is undoubtedly regulated by the terms on which he can obtain this 
bill, but they are known to him at the time ; and the causes which may influence 
the market price of bills, or the rate of exchange, is no consideration of his."I5 

Here, Ricardo mentions clearly that what becomes of the rate of exchange 
is an over-all adjustment and consequently is of no importance to individual 

transactions. As a result of English an export surplus, an exchange bill 
on En*"land obtains a premium, and finally the rate of exchange of the L 1 

would be forced up to the Portuguese gold export point and gold would 
be exported from Portugal to E;ngland.16 

3. The Cause of Gold Movement. . 
Why would gold be exported from Portugal to England ? To this 

question, Ricardo would have answered thus : its cause is none other than 

the profit-seeking motive of individual merchants. Owing to this motive, 
Portuguese merchants import only English cloth and export no wine. When 
the rate of exchange of the ~e I is forced to Portu"*uese gold export point, it 

makes no difference to Portuguese merchants whether to buy exchange 
bills on England or exchange ~e 2 for gold at a Portuguese bank and send 
such gold to England, and they would thus export gold to pay for imports. 

In other words, gold would be exported or imported according to 
whether gold, Iike other commodities, has superior advantage or inferior 

advanta*"e in the table of comparative costs. In Table 2-a, Portuguese 
gold, as well as wine, has superior advanta*'e or its relative value is 
comparatively cheap, and can thus be exported. Such Ricardo's use of 
the terms "relative redundancy of money " or "relative cheapness of 
money " should be understood in this way. And there is the " cost principle " 

of Ricardo, which means that the division of trade, balance of trade and 
gold movement are at the same time determined only by the profit-seekin** 
actions of merchants who well recognise the comparative costs. 

In such a way we may understand clearly the following famous words 

" bid., p. I19. 
*' bid., p. 119. 

" bid., p. 119. 
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by Ricardo in his discussion with Malthus : 

"If we consent to give coin in exchange for goods, it must be from choice, 
not necessity. We should not import more goods than we export, unless we 
had a redundancy of currency, which it therefore suits us to make a part of 
our exports. The exportation of the coin is caused by its cheapness, and is 
not the effect, but the cause of an unfavourable balance : we should not export 
it, if we did not send it to a better market, or if we had any commodity which 

we could export more profitably." 17 ' 
In the case of tribute payment, this begins from an increased demand for 
exchan*"e bills on a foreign country, and the succeeding processes of transfer 

are the same. And in the case of a bad harvest, the adjustment process of 
the balance is the same as an improvement in production, because the bad 

harvest brings on a rise, though contrary to the improvement, of the 
natural value of corn. 

I shall not try here to compare too rigorously this idea of Ricardo 

on the cause of the gold movement with those of Thornton. Malthus and 
J. S. Mill, but it is clear that the latter three emphasized the importance 

of a change in import-demands, and have misunderstood Ricardo's way 
of thinking. 

III. Over-all Adjustmee~ts of Natlonal I~conouay 

4. The Effect of Gold Movement. 
Now what resultw ill be brought about by the gold movement from 

Portugal to England ? Though gold is exported or imported as a kind 
of commodity, the incoming or outgoing gold may have or was actually 
used as money. The over-all adjustment of the national economy on both 
sides to recover the balance of trade will start from the increase, in 
England, and the decrease, in Portugal, of the quantity of gold and money 

which may bring forth the following price change. 

" ut the diminution of money in one country, and its increase in another, 
do not operate on the price of one commodity only, but on the prices of all, 
and therefore the price of wine and cloth will be both raised in ~ngland, and 
both lo~vered in Portugal. The price of cloth, from being d3 45 in one country 
and L 50 in the other, would probably fall to L 49 or ~; 48 in Portugal, and 

" 18 rise to L 46 or L 47 in England, . . . 

If we assume, as nearly as possible Ricardo's illustration, that the general 
prices of all commodities, including gold, in England will rise by one-thirtieth 

and in Portugal fall in the same proportion, we may obtain Table 3. 
Meanwhile nloney wages may change in the same ratio as general prices,19 

11 D. Ricardo, High Price of Bullion, in L;cot'otleic L;ssays, ed. by C.onner (London, 1923), p. 11. 

*8 D. Ricardo, Principles..., op, cii., p. 120. 

10 f. " . . ,the money price of wages will rise, but if it be in consequence of the fall in the 
value of money, not only ¥1'ages and corn, but all other commodities will rise " (ibid., p. 127). 
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i．e．，　they　may　rise　in　England　froln　£10。45　to　£！0．465　and　decrease　in

Portugal　from£20。555to£20．54．These　changes　in　general　prices　and

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Tαble3

Cloth

Wine
Gold

England

£146．5

（£146．5）

（£146．5）

Portuga1

（£248．3）

£243．5

£243．5

money　wages　mean　the　intrinsic（1abour－cost）value　of　money　have　dropped
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　100

in　England　from2．2men　to　　　　ニ2．15men　and　have　risen　in　Portu－
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　46．5

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　80

gal　from1．8men　to　　　＝L84men。We　call　these　new　structures
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　43．5

0f　money－value－money－wage“parameterβ”．As　long　as　gold　movement　is

permitted　freely，the　rate　of　exchange　will　be　kept　at　par　value（£11ニ

£21），or　at　least　within　gold　points．

　　　　From　Table3，it　is　clear　that　merchants　in　both　comtries　will　have

an　incentive　to　export　to　each　other，　though　the　trade　in　Table　2　is

unilatera1．

　　　　In　these　mechanisms，there　occurred　no　change　in　natural　value，which

remains　the　same　as　in　Table2一α，and　in　relative　value，which　remai血s

the　sεしme　as　in　Table　2一わ，　but　the　only　change　is　that　of　the　natural

prices　in　each　country，as　Ricardo　states：

　　　　“Foreign　trade，then，whether　fettered，encouraged，or　free，will　always
　　　continue，whatever　may　be　the　comparative　di伍culty　of　production　i亘（lifferent

　　　countries；but　it　can　only　be　regulated　by　altering　the　natural　price，　not　the

　　　natural　value，at　which　commodities　can　be　produced　in　those　countries，and
　　　that量s　effecte（i　by　altering　the　distribution　of　the　precious　metals．”20

The　alteration　of　the　natural　price，not　natural　value，　ia　both　countries

means　the　change　of“parameter”fromαtoβ，which　equals　the　change
in　the　factoral　terms　of　trade　from2．2English　vs．L8Portuguese　to2．15
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1

vs、L84，i．e．，it　changes　unfavourably　to　Portugal　from　l　to
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1．07

This　change　in　the　factoral　terms　of　trade　is　the　fundamental　element　in

the　over－all　mechanism　of　intemational　equilibrium．

　　　　How　has　the　change　in　the　factoral　terms　of　trade　been　occasioned？

Ricardo　explains　it，as　mentioned　above，by　the　proportionate　change　in

prices　and　money　wages．This　idea　is　of　course　the　result　of　the　Quantity

Theory　of　money．　This　idea，is　it　not　a　trロe　classical　theory？　The

explanation　of　over－all　adjustment　by　theΩuantity　Theory，however，

　20　1b54．，　p．　330．
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cannot be denied to be too simple, and should better be supplemented by 
Professor Harrod's elaboration. " The inflow of gold makes the situation 
of capitalists on balance more liquid. That same increase of liquidity 
which drives them to seek more profitable channels of investment tnay 
also stimulate investment at home, by making the conditions of borrowing 
more easy." 21 Increased investment will set up keener competition for 
the means of production, especially for labour, the result of which raises 

industrial costs and so reduces exports.22 It is important to understand 
that, in the meantime, until the gold inflow reaches the rise of prices, 
there happen many real changes both on production and on income spending 
side, and at least there arises the increase in investment, the volume of 
employment or money wages prior to the rise of prices. 

By the way, Ricardo considers not only the short-run process of adjust-

ment by the Quantity Theory as mentioned and interpreted above in the 
light of Professor Harrod, but also the dynamic or long-run effect of foreign 

trade. We may recognize the inflow of gold by the improvement in some 
industry as the increase of capital accumulation,23 which may, in accordance 

with the Wage Fund theory, raise the market rate of wages. This would, 
in accordance with Malthusian doctrine, produce a population increase. By 

the law of diminishing returns, the corn price will rise and the natural 
rate of wages will coincide with the market rate. Consequently, the real 
profit per unit of capital would fall. Foreign trade, throu*"h the importation 

of cheap corn, is a remedy, as it prevents the rate of proflt and capital 
accumulation from falling. 

Ricardo distinguishes rigorously t¥vo lines of changes : one is the short-

run or static change which is the change of natural price, and the oth~r is 

the long-run or dynamic change which is the change of natural value. 
How these two changes are interrelated is a problem. However, even in 
the short-run adjustment, as Professor Harrod recognizes, we must also see 
clearly the wage change through the increase or decrease in investment, 24 

which is not clearly explained by the Ricardian Quantity Theory approach. 

5. Adjustment by the "Competition of Commerce." 
Subsequent to, or simultaneously with, the change of ' natural prices, 

'* R. F. Harrod, heiernaiional L;canomics, revised ed. (London 1939), p. 140. 

" Ditio. 

'* Ricardo mentions that the improvement in production of ~;nglish wine is " a real ad-
vantage " (Ricardo, op. cit. , p. 1 18) to England distinguishing it from " a seeming advantage " (p. 
122) to Portugal, because, " Estimated in money, the whole revenue of Portugal would be. 
diminished ; estimated in the same medium, the whole revenue of England would be increased " 
(p. 122). 

" The difference of the eonclusion between Ricardo and Professor Harrod comes from their 
premises on employment. In Ricardo a condition of full employment being assumed, the 
increase of investment will result in a rise of 11'ages, but in Professor Harrod a condition of 
under~;mployment being assumed, it will produce an only increase of emplovment. 
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there occurs another over-all adjustment, the change of relative (natural) 

values of commodities through importation. This adjustment is made by 
the internal competition between industries, which Ricardo called "the 

competition of commerce." 26 
As the prices in Table 1-c, 2-c and 3 should be seen as "natural 

prices," the difference in prices of the same commodities of the two countries 

is the extra profit which exporters or importers might obtain. So long as 
this extra profit may be obtained by foreign trade, "capital would naturally 

flow into this advantageous trade,"26 and the increase in capital and 
competition in this trade would reduce its rate of profit to the general 
rate. This means that the price of an imported commodity would eventually 
fall to the natural price of the exporting country. Ricardo continues in 
the above-quoted paragraph, "till the fall of the price of wine (imported 
commodity to England) had brought everything to the former level " z7 
("everything " pointing to the rate of profit). More clearly Ricardo 
mentions the change in price of imported commodities as follows. 

"Corn, Iike every other commodity, has in every country its natural price, 
viz., that price ¥vhich is necessary to its production, and without which it could 

not be cultivated : it is this price which governs its market price, and which 
determines the expediency of exporting it to foreign countries. If the impor-
tation of corn were prohiblted in England, its natural price might rise to d3 6 per 

quarter in England, ¥vhilst it was only at half that price in France. If at this 
time, the prohibition of iurportation were removed, corn would fall in the English 

market, not to a price between L 6 and L 3, but ultimately and permanently to the 
natural price of France, the price at which it could be furnished to the English 

market, and afford the usual and ordinary profits of stock in France ; and it 
would remain at this price, whether England consumed a hundred thousand, or 
a million of quarters. If the demand of England were for the latter quantity, 
it is probable that, owing to the necessity under which France would be, of 
having recourse to land of a worse quality, to furnish this large supply, the 
natural price would rise in France ; and this would of course affect also the 
price of corn in ~;ngland. All ihat I conte,ed for is, that it is the fhatteral price 

of canemodities ile the emportifeg coul4try, which ultimately regulates the prices at 
which they shall be sold, if they are leot the objects of eptowopoly, ile the i,1aporti,4g 

coueetry." 28 

In these remarks we can see Ricardo's thoroughgoing idea : (1) the price 

of commodities is ultimately governed by the natural price or cost of 
production, (2) the demand is a given condition and affects only the quantity 

and the cost at which the commodity be produced, (3) what determines 
the expediency of exporting or importing certain commodities is the 
comparative costs of production, and (4) the price of imported commodities 

" Ricardo, op. cit., p. I17. 

" bid., p. 109. 
" bid., p. 109. 
" Ihid., pp. 363=4. The itallcs are mlne. 
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may ultimately fall to the natural price of the exporting country. 

A price reduction might happen not only to English wine and Portuguese 

cloth but also to gold of England. If so, we obtain Table 4-c, and the 
rate of exchange may recover its par value. Table 4-c is equivalent to 

Table 4-a Table 4-b Table 4-c 
England Portugal I England j portugal 

Cloth . 86 men Cloth 100 men 

¥Vine 80 men ¥Vine 93 men 

Gold 80 men Gold 93 men 

1 . 07 

1
 
1
 

1.07 Cloth 

Wine 
Gold 

L1 46.5 

(L1 43'5) 

(L,1 43'5) 

(L.2 46.5) 

L2 43'5 

L2 43'5 

Table 4-b, the ratio of relative values in each country which becomes the 

common ratio, and there remains no extra profit in foreign trade compared 
with home industries. This is a condition, necessary but insufiicient, 
of international equilibrium. The other condition is that, during the period 

of the two adjustments mentioned above, the value exported and imported in 

terms of gold must be equal, and if the balance of trade is not yet be 
recovered, the same adjustment processes are repeated.29 In short, a common 

ratio of relative values in both countries by which the balance of trade 

2g v!e have simplified the process of change from Table 2-c to Table 3 and to Table 4-c, 
but the actual adjustment may be stelhby-step chan*"es as follolvs. 

In Table 2-c, Portugal has an import-surplus, and the rate of exchange will be favourable 

to England, for example 1%, to the Portuguese gold export point, then ¥ve may obtain 
Table 5-a. This difference of the gold price in both countries ll'ill stimulate gold exports from 

Portugal to England. ¥Vhen gold moved, as explained in Section 4, the general price 
may change on the one hand, and on the other, as explained in Section 5, prices of imported 
commodities (n0~~' gold) may fall, and the situation is like that of Table 5-b. 

Table 5-a Table 5-b Table 5-c 

Cloth 

Wine 
Go Id 

L1 45 

L1 45 

L1 45.45 

L, 50 

La 45 

Ls 45 

Cloth 

Wine 
Gold 

L145.45 

L145.45 

(L144.55) 

L2 49' 5 

d32 44. 55 

L2 44'55 

Now, not only cloth may be exported from Englandto Portugal but also wine can be exported 

from Portugal to E;ngland and the prices of imported commodities on each countr}' may fall 
as m Table 5-c. Such is the first change which has occurred by the movement of some small 
quantity of gold, but, if the quantity is not sufiicient to cover the balance of trade, another 

step of similar change may occur recurrently. Ricardo says ". . .the exchange can only be 
at par, 11'hen a sufiicient quantity of money is introduced into the country excelling in manu-
factures, so as to raise the price of its corn and labour " (op. cit., p. 127). 

In such a way, not as in Table 3, neither the prices of English wine and gold rise to 
L1 46.5 nor the price of Portuguese cloth fall to L2 48.3 (these price changes belng supposed or 

used onh.･ to explain the over-all adjustment as separated from the individual adjustment), but 
ultimately may reach the situation expressed by Table 4-c. 
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can　be　attained　is　翫　necessary　and　sufEcient　condition　of　international

equilibrium，
　　　　Converting　Table4一‘or4一ゐby　means　of“parameterβ”　we　obtain
Table4一α．Here，not　only　the　relative　values　of　cloth，wine　and　gold　in

each　country　are　the　same，but　also　the　factoral　terms　of　trade　betweerl

countries　reach　to　English　100　vs．　Portuguese　86　（≒93＝80）for　every

commodity．30　1t　is　a　clear　expression　of　the　diHlerence　in　national　pro－

ductivity，“real　rewards　of　the　labourer，，310r“the　comparative　value　of

money　in　dif壬erent　countries　of　the　world．，，32

　　　　1n　short，the　intemational　equilibrium　and　the　commodity　terms　of

trade，according　to　Ricardo，depend　on　the　quantity　of　export　goods　in

both　countries　which　are　produced　and　supplied　to　the　foreign　countries　by

the　re－investment　of　capital　to　the　export　industry　from　other　in（1ustries

until　the　extra　pro且t　vallishes，viz。until　the　comparative　costs　attain　a

common　ratio　of　costs．We　camot　deny　that　the　change　in　demand　side
plays　an玉mportant　role　in　this　process，but，in　Ricardo，it　affects　only　the

scale　and　cost　of　production．　And，if　production　is　expande（i　by　increasing

costs，the　expansion　will　also　be　an　accelerating，but　in（iividual　process　of

adjustment　which　leads　to　a　common　ratio　of　costs。33　This　kin（10f　process

might　naturally　be　inclu（ied　in　Ricardo，s　conception　of　“the　competition

of　commerce．”　Consequently，we　may　rightly　consider　Ricardo7s　mechanism

of　intemational　equilibrium　as“cost　theorジ，or“wage－change　theory，，，

and，at　the　same　time，it　can　safely　be　classified　as　the　classical　theory，

because玉t　necessarilly　includes　the　unfavourable　change　in　terms　of　trade

（commodity　and　factora1）for　the　import　surplus　recovering　or　capital
exporting　country．　Comparing　Ricardo’s　theory，Mill’s　Law　of　Equation

of　Reciproca1（or　Intemationa1）Deman（is　constitutes　a　problem．　If　the

law　means　that　exports　and　imports　must　balance，it　is　merely　a　truism．

And　if　the　law　contends　that　equation　must　be　established　only　by　the

change　oHmport　demand　in　both　countries　through　the　price－effect　or　the

　351n　the　case　o壬exchange　devaluation　or　apPreci＆tion，i。e，，

“whenever　the　current　of　money　is　forcibly　stoPPed，an（i　when

money　is　prevente（i　from　settling　at　its　iust　leve1”（pp。127－

128），the　resu玉t　makes　no　diHlerence，The　rate　of　exchange

wou重dgofromparto£、1＝£21，07，whichisequalt・an
unfavourable　change　for　Portugal　in　factora！terms　of　tr＆de、

Theprices・fc1・thand…inew・uldbethesame，asinTable
6，in　both　countries，converted　by　the　new　rate　of　exchange・

The　real　price　of　gold，　however，　diHlers　in　both　countries

because　the　go1（i　movement　is　forcibly　stopped、

α，” we　obta葦n　Table　4一α，but　excluding　gold．

　31ヱ扉4。，p．　123．

　認　1わfd．，p。　126．

　33（了．Professor　Harrod，s　elucidation　of　intemationa1

1，多’o〆73面o％αどE‘o％o編65．

Table6

England 1Portuga1

’廉隣、繋が

Go1（1　　　£145　　　£245

If　we　convert　Table6by　means　of“parameter

equillbrium　in　the　first　half　of　his
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his mechanism is clearly different from Ricardo's. We there-
Mill's mechanism as " demand theory," the details of which, 

be studied on another occasion. 

IV. A Diagrammatical Represeletatio,e 

Ricardo's mechanism of international equilibrium explained above may 
well be represented by a diagram. In Figure 1, on the lower horizontal 
axis is indicated the number of Portuguese labour and on the left hand 
vertical axis is the number of English labour. The distance of O ~Vor OCis the 

cost of wine and cloth in Portugal and the distance of Ow or Oc their 
cost in England, in terms of respective labour. The lines Otl' Ot2, ' ' ' 

represent the factoral terms of trade or the international ratio of 
efflciency reward in terms of gold. We thus obtain points ', o, ^ and * 

where the Ot line intersects the lines WW', CC', ww' and cc'. These 
points indicate the prices in terms of gold of Portuguese wine, Portuguese 
cloth, English wine and English cloth, respectively, the horizontal distances 

from the left hand vertical axis to these points being the prices for Portugal 

and the vertical distances from the lower horizontal axis the prices for 

England. ' 
(1) If the factoral terms of trade are Otl' the gold prices of English 

wine and cloth would be lower than the Portuguese for England as well 
as for Portugal. Both commodities will then be exported from England to 
Portugal (i.e., complete unilateral trade), and gold will be exported in the 

reverse direction. Consequently, the factoral terms of trade will change to 
Ot2' (2) Under the factoral terms of trade Ot2, the gold price of English 

cloth is. Iower than Portuguese cloth for both countries, so it will be 
exported from England to Portugal, but the gold price of English wine is 
equal to Portuguese wine, as at the point a ; so it may not be traded (i.e., 

unilatcral trade), and gold will be exported from Portugal to 
England (this situation is illustrated by Table 2). Consequently, the factoral 

terms of trade will change to Ot3' (3) If the factoral terms of trade become 

Ot3, the gold price of wine is lower in Portugal (point e in Figure 1) than in 

England (point g), and that of cloth is lower in England (point d) than in 

Portugal (point f), so bilateral export may occur (as illustrated in Table 

3). The distances, vertically for England and horizontally for Portugal, of 

e and g, or d and f, are the extra profit in foreign trade in terms of gold. 

The gold price of English wine and Portuguese cloth will fall to the gold 
prices in the exporting country (to points e and d) respectively, through 
importation, the international price of ~ach commodity may become equal 
in terms of gold, and the extra profit mav_ vanish. This equilibrium ma)' 
be attained through "competition in commerce," as explained with refer-
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ence　to　Table　4．

　　　　When　the　process　begins　from　the　factoral　terms　of　tradeα5，the

explanation　is　the　same　as　mentioned　above，and　the　equilibrium　will　also

be　set　up　as　under　O’3。The　limits，within　which　factoral　terms　of　trade　lie，

⑳
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Fig．　1

are　of　course　　O’2　an（1　0’4．　　Such　a　condition　of　O！1　0r　O！5　is　not

unthinkable，especially　under　what　i畢called“the　fundamental　disequilibrium’7

in　the　post－war　per三〇d．34

　　　This（iiagrammatica1玉11ustration　can　be　carried　out　in　another　way．In

Figure2，0n　the　lower　horizontal　axis　is　indicated　the　price　of　cloth　in

　34Ricardo　points　out：“Of　these　two　countries，if　one　had　the　advantage　in　the　manu－
facture　of　goods　of　one　quality，a【1（i　the　other　in　the　manufacture　of　goods　of　another　quality，

there　would　be　no　decided　inHux　of　the　precious　metals　into　either　l　but　if　the　advantage　very
heavily　preponderated　in　favour　of　either，that　efモect　would　be　inevitable”　（oρ．‘舜。，P．　123）．
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terms of gold and the left hand vertical axis is the price of wine in terms 

of gold. The line OI~ represents the relative values of wine and cloth in 
England and the line OP those in Portugal, both lines representing com-
parative costs. The relation between el' e2, e3, . . ., on the line OI~, and 

on the line OP, represents the factoral terms of trade or pl' p2, p3, ' ' ', 

the international ratio of efficiency reward in terms of gold. Thus, (1) if 
the factoral terms of trade are el : pl' the gold prices of English cloth (Ocl 

Price of Wine E in terms 
gold 

W J 

wl 
tV2 = W / 

w !3 

Wl 

O c* c, c* c'* c', c'* price of Cloth 
in terms of gold 

Fig. 2 

in Figure 2) and ~;nglish wine (Owl) are lower than the Portuguese prices 

(Ocl' and Owl" respectively). Consequently, the factoral terms of trade 
will change to e2 : p2 through the rise of the gold price and of wages in 
England and a fall in Portugal, the process and causality of which are the 
saine as mentioned above. (2) Under the factoral terms of trade e2 : p2, the 

gold price of English cloth (Oc2) is lower than that of Portuguese cloth 
(Oc2'), but the gold price of wine is equal in both countries (Ow2=0w2')' (3) 

If the factoral terms of trade become e3 : p3, the gold price of wine will 
be lower in Portugal (Ow3') than in l~;ngland (Ow3), and that of cloth the 
opposite (i.e., Oc3 is lower than Oc3')' International equilibrium may be 
set up under the commodity terms of trade OQ, if exports in both countries 
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are　equalized，　when　an　extra　profit　玉n　foreign　trade，量．e．，the　distεmce

θ3g　andク30，have　vanished　through　intemal　competition．At　equilibrlum
亡he　prices　of　English　wine　and　Portugruese　cloth　will　fall　to　the　prices　of

respective　export　country，i．e。，the　former　may　fall　from　O別3to　O別3’
and　the　latter　from　O63，to　O‘3．

　　　　The　two　methods　of　diagrammatical　representation　are　of　course　on　the

same　footing，but　the　Hrst　method玉s　applicable　to　the　multi－commodities（but

of　two　countries），an（1the　second　to　the　multi－countries（but　trading　in

two　commodities）．

　　　　The　core　of　these　two　methods　is　that（a）the　change　of　the　factoral

terms　of　trade　is　the　fundamental　element　in　the　mechanism　of　intemational

equilibrium　and　narrows　the　limits　within　which　the　equilibrium　and　the

commodity　terms　of　trade　will　be　determined，and（b）inter－industrial
competition　within　each　country　will　determine　the　actual　equilibrium　and　the

commodity　terms　of　trade、As　Ricardo’s　analysis　and　our五gures　represent

only　the　intemational　equilibrium　of　the　costっrice　sturcture，35we　must

add　another　figure　which　explains　the　variation　in　the　amount　of　export－

supply　or　of　import－demand．The　latter　may　be　drawn　after　the　critical

reconsideration　on　the査li11－Marshallian　analysis　has　been　completed．But
a　word　of　caution　is　perhaps　in　order　at　this　point　that　the　Mi11－Marshallian

analysis7especially　the　analysis　which　uses　the　reciprocal　demand　curves，
forgets　so　often　the　importance　of　intemational　equilibrium　of　the　cost－price

structure．

V．α耽‘1％豆o％

　　　　This　paper　has　tried　to　trace　Ricardo’s　we11－known　proposition：

　　　　“Gold　and　silver　having　been　chosen　for　t赴e　general　medium　of　circulation，

　　　they　are，by　the　competition　of　commerce，distributed　in　such　proportions　amongst

　　　the　different　countries　of　the　world，as　to　accommod＆te　themselves　to　the
　　　natural　tra伍c　which　would　take　place　if　no　such　metals　existed，and　the　trade

　　　between　countries　were　purely　a　trade　of　barter．”36

To　the　‘‘natural　traf丑c”　or　to　‘‘trade　of　barter，”　we　can　only　reach

through　the　mechanism　of　intemational　equilibrium　examined　above．
　　　　The　mechanlsm　is，in　brief，as　follows：

（1）　Individual　pro且t－seeking　transactions　of　foreign　trade　are　carried　out

on　the　basis　of　comparative　costs，and　these　individual　calculations　determille

the　internatiollal　division　of　labour，the　lines　of　foreign　trade，　the　nuctu一

　35The　diagrammatical　representation　of　MangoldtPs　treatise　is　also　said　to　be　representing
only　the　lntemational　relation　of　the　cos　t－price　struct皿e．　See，」．Viner，5／如面θ3．　，砂．‘」’．，

p，459，Chart　VIII，a鷺d　p．465，Chart　IX，

　　36Ricardo，oク．‘宮．，P．　117．
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ation　of　exchange　rates　and　the　movement　of　gold．

（2）The　over－all　adjustment　of　the　link，monetary　and　rea1，between　the

different　value－systems　may　occur　through　a　change　of　wages　ar血prices

as　a　result　of　gold　movements　or　through　variations　of　exchange　rates．

（3）Through　inter－industrial　competition，the　rate　of　proHt　may　become

equal　within　the　national　economy，and，consequently，commodities　are
exported　and　imported　at　the　natural　price　of　the　exporting　country，which

price　is　of　course　cheaper　for　the　importing　country　than　before　opening

the　trade．

　　　ItisevidentthatRicard・’scharacteristicslieinhisth・r・ughg・ing“rea1－

cost　principle”or　the‘‘competition　of　commerce　principle．”

　　　The　immediate　or　static　gain　from　foreign　trade　is　not　to　“increase

the　amount　of　value，”because　foreign　trade　does　not　directly　affect　the

amount　of　capital　an（i　labour　of　a　nation　but　merely　introduces　a　better

redistribution　of　them，but　to　“increase　the　mass　of　commodities，and

therefore　the　sum　of　enjoyment，”37in　other　words，the　fall　of　relative

prices　in　the　imported　commodities（as　well　as　gold，if　imported）．As
regards　the　indirect　or　dynamic　ef壬ects　of　foreign　trade，there　remain　many

problems。　Ricardo　himself　says：（1）cheαpening　of　the　commodities　through

importation　diminishes　expenditure　and　consequently　affords　insentives　to

saving　and　to　the　accumulation　of　c我pita1，（2）“by　the　extension　of　foreign

trade，or　by　improvements　in　machinery，the　food　and　necessaries　of　the

labourer　can　be　brought　to　market，at　a　reduced　price，profits　will　rise，”38

and（3）foreign　trade　will　change　the　distribution　of　national　income．39

　　　We　have　limited　our　analysis　to　the　mechanism　of　intemational
equilibrium，but　we　have　to　reconsider　Ricardo2s　view　on　the　gain，especially

the　dynamic　gain，from　foreign　trade　with　reference　to　this　paper．

87」配，δ4．　p．　108．

88∫房4．　p．　112。

39 乃∫4．　p．　256，




